Massive Population II galaxies undergoing the first phase of vigorous star formation after the initial Population III stage should have high energy densities and silicate-rich interstellar dust. We have modeled the resulting far-infrared spectral energy distributions (SEDs), demonstrating that they are shifted substantially to bluer ("warmer") wavelengths relative to the best fitting ones at z ≈ 3, and with strong outputs in the 10 − 40µm range. When combined with a low level of emission by carbon dust, their SEDs match that of Haro 11, a local moderately-low-metallicity galaxy undergoing a very young and vigorous starburst that is likely to approximate the relevant conditions in young Population II galaxies. We expect to see similar SEDs at high redshifts (z 5) given the youth of galaxies at this epoch. In fact, we find a progression with redshift in observed galaxy SEDs, from those resembling local ones at 2 z < 4 to a closer resemblance with Haro 11 at 5 z < 7. In addition to the insight on conditions in high redshift galaxies, this result implies that estimates of the total infrared luminosities at z ∼ 6 based on measurements near λ ∼ 1 mm can vary by factors of 2 − 4, depending on the SED template used. Currently popular modified blackbodies or local templates can result in significant underestimates compared with the preferred template based on the SED of Haro 11.
INTRODUCTION
The far-infrared (FIR) spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of star-forming galaxies provide unique clues to the state of their interstellar medium (ISM), as well as to the process of star formation within them. For example, Sauvage & Thuan (1992) and Popescu et al. (2011) model the radiative transfer in star forming galaxies, showing how the basic behavior can be explained in terms of two underlying components: 1) warm and localized dust heated by very young stars and with an SED peaking in the 50 -100 µm range, and 2) cooler and diffuse dust heated by an older stellar population with an SED peaking in the 100 -200 µm range. SED templates show that the relative role of the first component increases as the luminosity in young stars increases, with the warm component dominating in luminous and ultraluminous infrared galaxies (LIRGs and ULIRGs) (Rieke et al. 2009 ). For the highest luminosity local galaxies, the mid-infrared (λ < 30 µm) emission is suppressed (e.g., Rieke et al. 2009 ) by optical depth effects arising from the extreme ISM densities in the star-forming regions (e.g., da Cunha et al. 2010) . At moderate redshifts (1 z < 3), there is less of this suppression and the SEDs even of ULIRGs resemble those of local LIRGs (Symeonidis et al. 2009 (Symeonidis et al. , 2013 Rujopakarn et al. 2013; Kirkpatrick et al. 2015) . At z ∼ 2, the suppression due to high optical depth begins only at luminosities 3×10 12 L , an order of magnitude more luminous than locally (Shipley et al. 2016 behavior seems to be connected with the greater extent of the FIR sources in the very luminous infrared galaxies at these redshifts, compared with those in local galaxies of similar luminosity (Rujopakarn et al. 2011; Shipley et al. 2016 ). In addition, Schreiber et al. (2018) demonstrate a reduction in the peak wavelength (i.e., an increase in the equivalent temperature) of the far-infrared SEDs of star forming galaxies with redshift from z 1 to z 3.5.
However, the behavior of star forming galaxy farinfrared SEDs at z 3 is not well characterized and thus cannot yet be used for similar insights about them. In general, relatively little information is available to model the SEDs, so the behavior has been described in simplified ways. Wang et al. (2007) fitted the FIR SEDs (assumed to be powered by star formation) for high redshift quasars with a modified blackbody of temperature 47 K and emissivity index β = 1.6. These parameters have been adopted by many subsequent works (e.g., Leipski et al. 2014; Willott et al. 2017) . Bowler et al. (2018) used a similar approach but with a fiducial temperature of 40 K. Lyu et al. (2016) found that template fits to the SEDs of high redshift quasars were improved dramatically by using the relatively warm SED of the low metallicity, extreme star-forming galaxy Haro 11, in place of modified blackbodies or the colder templates that apply at redshifts up to 2 − 3. Faisst et al. (2017) used indirect arguments to conclude that the FIR SEDs of very high redshift galaxies in general are "hotter" than those of local galaxies. used color-color diagrams in the SPIRE bands (250, 350 , and 500 µ) to show that by z = 5 − 6 none of the templates they considered (Chary & Elbaz 2001; Dale & Helou 2002; Elbaz et al. 2011; Magdis et al. 2012; Berta et al. 2013; Ciesla et al. 2014) were consistent with the data.
A trend toward warmer SEDs would arise from the increasing temperature of the cosmic microwave back-ground (CMB) with increasing redshift (da Cunha et al. 2013) . However, given the high temperatures we find for the SEDs (> 40 K at z ≈ 6), the effect is not large enough to explain the observed behavior; see fig. 5 of da Cunha et al. (2013) . As an example, we have applied equation (12) of da Cunha et al. (2013) to parameters for the coldest dust contributing to the peak of the SED (T = 44 K, β = 1.2) that would maximize the CMB contribution for Haro 11 (suggested as a suitable high redshift template by Lyu et al. (2016) ). We find that the CMB would raise the dust temperature at z = 6 by < 1%. Any perceptible effect of the CMB would be modest and confined to the mm-wave regime (da Cunha et al. 2013) . Strandet et al. (2016) also find that the CMB has negligible influence on far infrared SEDs at z < 10. Therefore, the possible trend must arise from heating of dust by young stars within the galaxies and be associated with differences in the stellar populations and/or the ISM at high redshift compared with local galaxies.
The general trend toward higher SED temperature with redshift indicates an increase from typical temperatures of ∼ 24K at z = 0 to ∼ 40K at z = 3.5 − 4 and would predict T ∼ 51 K at z = 6 (Schreiber et al. 2018) . However, fits to the SEDs of high redshift quasar host galaxies indicate that in addition there is a much larger contribution in the rest 10 − 40 µm range from very warm dust than would be predicted just by shifting local templates toward higher temperature . It is premature to try to model the far infrared SED behavior accurately ab initio; instead we focus on identifying a galaxy with a SED that can be used as a template for the high-redshift SEDs. To do so, we first discuss the available theoretical constraints. Section 2 of this paper shows that the very warm dust can be the result of the silicate-rich dust composition expected for galaxies 400 Myr in age, particularly at the high UV radiation density of very high redshift galaxies. However, there is a large range of possible optical properties and resulting SEDs from such dust. It is not possible to sort out the "best" model for the silicate rich dust of the eight we consider, so we need to appeal to a real galaxy with conditions as close as possible to those expected for the high redshift galaxies. In Section 3 we show that conditions in Haro 11 match reasonably well those in luminous infrared galaxies at z ∼ 6, including having an environment conducive to its dust being silicate-rich. However, all of the silicate-rich compositions predict SEDs that are weak in the far infrared (at ∼ 100 µm) compared with the SED of Haro 11. We show that addition of a small amount of amorphous carbon dust to the silicaterich dust in the theoretical models removes this discrepancy. The addition of this carbon is consistent with some models of star formation in the early Universe, and is also required by the detection of the 158 µm carbon line in a number of z ∼ 6 galaxies (e.g., Pentericci et al. 2016; Bradac et al. 2017; Decarli et al. 2017; Smit et al. 2018) . We therefore adopt the SED of Haro 11 as an empirical template for comparison with the measurements of high redshift galaxies. This comparison is carried out in Section 4, where we show that this template is a better fit to the data at z > 5 than any of the other proposed possibilities. Understanding FIR SEDs at high redshift is important to calculate total luminosities and to calibrate determinations of star formation rates (SFRs). Section 5 discusses how the selection of a Haro-11-based template affects luminosities from the existing database of Herschel measurements. Additional future determinations will largely utilize continuum measurements with the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). Most of the observations with ALMA are made at about 1 mm, so we also discuss the template-dependence of the deduced luminosity from such data. The major results of the paper are summarized in Section 6.
MODELING THE FAR INFRARED SEDS OF HIGH

REDSHIFT GALAXIES
2.1. General Behavior of Population II Galaxies Our SED models in the FIR are based on those developed for primeval galaxies 5 by De Rossi & Bromm (2017), hereafter DB17. According to their findings, the FIR SEDs of these galaxies are likely to be significantly warmer than typical FIR SEDs of galaxies in the 0 < z < 3 range. Our goal is to explore this transition between z = 3 and z ∼ 10. Such behavior likely arises in large part because of the high energy density in young Pop II galaxies combined with the characteristics of the silicate-rich dust expected in systems that are dominated by Pop III enrichment. Silicates have relatively poor emission efficiency at wavelengths short of about 8 µm and longer than about 60 µm (Koike et al. 2003) , accentuating the tendency from the high energy density for relatively high temperatures for the dust. The transition in FIR SEDs may therefore depend not on the transition from Pop III to Pop II in itself, or on the duration of the Pop II burst of star formation, but directly on the transition away from silicate-rich dust. We will adapt the model of DB17 to conditions in the galaxies being detected in the far infrared at redshifts of z ∼ 6 to explore this possibility.
The composition of Pop III dust is not well known (e.g., Schneider et al. 2016; Jaacks et al. 2018) . As a specific example, Ji et al. (2014) considered silicon-based dust models taken from Cherchneff & Dwek (2010) , and DB17 calculated the FIR SEDs for these different models. It is worth mentioning that, for estimating dust chemical composition, Cherchneff & Dwek (2010) assumed nonequilibrium chemical kinetics for dust formation, while most steady-state models would predict a more significant carbon composition. The suppression of carbon in the former case is related to the hypothesis that carbonrich regions in the supernova ejecta are microscopically mixed with helium ions. As in DB17, we follow these assumptions to probe how silicate-rich dust from Pop III/II stars can affect the infrared SED; we will return to the issue of carbon dust in Section 3. 5 We use the following terminology: (1) Population III (Pop III) stellar systems contain metal-free stars that begin the enrichment of their ISMs through type II supernovae; and (2) Population II (Pop II) galaxies are the descendants of Pop III stellar systems with metal-poor stars that continue to enrich the ISM through an increasing variety of processes as they evolve. An extreme case within the latter category are "one-shot" systems where the metal enrichment reflects pure Pop III nucleosynthesis (Frebel & Bromm 2012) . However, the exact duration of the intense star forming episode in Pop II galaxies is not well-constrained; a plausible range is 0.1 -0.5 Gyr (e.g., Kriek et al. 2016) . In this paper, we focus on the period up to ∼ 400 Myr past the initial formation of stars, representing the primeval galaxy stage, during which stars less massive than 3.5 M have not ejected significant amounts of carbon-enriched material into the ISM.
By analyzing the different dust chemical models implemented in Ji et al. (2014) , DB17 found that, for galaxies with similar properties, the FIR intensities and general shapes of the predicted SEDs are similar, but the detailed spectral features show differences. As a result, the theoretical results can only be taken as representative; alternative mixtures of silicate-rich dust would alter the predicted SEDs, although the overall shape will remain controlled by the poor emission efficiency of this type of mineral outside the 8 µm to 60 µm range. Improving the correspondence between the predicted and an observed SED would require adjustments in the adopted silicate material that would have to be ad hoc in nature, given the lack of any other meaningful observational constraints.
Rather than attempting such adjustments, in the following section we will propose the galaxy Haro 11 as a kind of analog computer that can utilize empirically determined dust optical properties. As we discuss below, Haro 11 has an exceptionally high rate of star formation in a low-mass and (at least prior to the ongoing starburst) low metallicity galaxy. These conditions are conducive to its interstellar dust being dominated by the outputs of very young and massive stars, as is the case for the high redshift galaxies. The energy density in the dominant star forming region in this galaxy is also similar to that in the high redshift galaxies. We will show that the FIR SED of this galaxy generally resembles that predicted by the theoretical model. Lyu et al. (2016) have also suggested that the Haro 11 SED is a good match to the FIR SEDs of quasar host galaxies at z ∼ 6. We will therefore adopt its SED as a proxy for the theoretical one and use it in the remainder of the paper to compare with far infrared observations of high redshift galaxies.
Conditions in the Modeled Galaxies
Dust Composition
Gas that is only enriched by Pop III nucleosynthesis will have a unique chemical signature that will be erased as the galaxy evolves to Pop II (Ji et al. 2015) , most notably when stars with masses < 3.5 M enter the asymptotic giant branch (AGB) phase and yield large amounts of carbon. The calculations of DB17 hence assumed a silicate-rich dust composition (e.g., Ji et al. 2014; Marassi et al. 2015) produced by the type II supernovae that dominate the dust production in Pop III stellar systems (Di Criscienzo et al. 2014) . The type II supernovae are also likely to be a significant source of dust in very young galaxies that evolve from Pop III (e.g., Asano et al. 2011; Ji et al. 2015) . AGB stars will be another potential dust source in Pop II. Ventura et al. (2012a,b) find that lowmetallicity massive AGB stars produce silicate-rich dust, while less massive ones produce substantial carbon, with the transition mass at 3.5 M . There may also be an additional less-abundant component of corundum/alumina Dell'Agli et al. 2014 ) from massive AGB stars. These theoretical predictions are confirmed observationally, e.g. by Ventura et al. (2015) . A star of 3.5 M has a main sequence lifetime of ∼ 400 Myr, suggesting that the silicate-rich dust composition should dominate in galaxies younger than this age. This transition is likely to be more critical to the FIR output of a galaxy than the end of the Pop III stage of evolution. Michalowski et al. (2011) and Michalowski (2015) find that the dust produced directly in AGB stars and type II supernovae may be insufficient to explain the amounts of dust found in high redshift galaxies, and that much of the dust must form in the ISM. However, this process is likely to be delayed past the timescale of interest for this paper -i.e., before significant carbon is injected into the ISM (Asano et al. 2011 ).
Sizes and SFR Surface Densities
To be detectable at current limits, individual highredshift galaxies must have very high FIR luminosities. The median for those in our study at 5 ≤ z < 7 is 5.3 × 10 13 L (Section 3.2), which becomes 10 13 L even allowing for the median level of lensing amplification (Spilker et al. 2016) . The latter luminosity indicates a SFR 1000 M yr −1 , assuming a typical local initial mass function. The star forming regions in these galaxies are also compact (Spilker et al. 2016) . Specific examples are sizes of 2.5×1.1 kpc at λ rest ∼ 160µm for AzTEC3 with a SFR of 1100 M yr −1 (Riechers et al. 2014 ), 1.8×1.3 kpc and 2.1×0.9 kpc at λ rest ∼ 130µm for the two components of ADFS-27 with a combined SFR of 2400 M yr −1 (Riechers et al. 2017) , and 1.22 kpc and 4500 M yr −1 also at λ rest ∼ 130µm for SPT 0346-52 (Ma et al. 2016 ). The quasar host galaxies must also be very compact, given the difficulty in imaging them from underneath the glare of the quasar (e.g., Hutchings 2003 Hutchings , 2005 McLeod & Bechtold 2009; Targett et al. 2012; Mechtley et al. 2012) . In fact, the dust continuum and [C II] emission of quasar host galaxies at z 6 typically have sizes of ∼1-3 kpc (diameter) as revealed by ALMA (e.g., Wang et al. 2013; Decarli et al. 2018) . Typical SFRs for these sources are 1000 -5000 M yr −1 , presumably unlensed. These values suggest SFR surface densities of 300 -2000 M /(yr kpc 2 ). Under a broad range of conditions, the high luminosity density that results will produce a warmer FIR SED than would be found in lower luminosity density sources, such as normal nearby star forming galaxies (e.g., Chakrabarti & McKee 2005; Hayward et al. 2011 ).
Metallicity
Comparison of the recent rest-frame UV spectroscopic observations and optical broad-band photometry with photoionization models indicates metallicities of Z =0.0016 − 0.0026 for a small sample of galaxies at z > 6 Mainali et al. 2017) , which is equivalent to 0.10 − 0.17 Z (assuming Z = 0.015, Bressan et al. 2012) . Moreover, Hashimoto et al. (2017) find that low metallicities (< 0.02 Z ) and young stellar ages (< 100 Myr) are a possible cause of the large Lyman-α equivalent widths of Lyman-α emitters at z ∼ 3 − 5, which are representative of galaxies in the early stages of their evolution. However, these large equivalent widths can also be explained by anisotropic radiative transfer effects, fluorescence by hidden AGN or QSO activity, and/or gravitational cooling. Recently, comparison of hydrodynamical simulations with ALMA observations of CR7, a luminous Ly-α emitter at z = 6.6, suggests metallicities of Z =0.1 − 0.2 Z for the star-forming clumps in this galaxy (Matthee et al. 2017) . As a summary, based on the current observations, the metallicity of massive star-forming galaxies at 5 z 7 is estimated to be ∼ 0.1 − 0.2 Z . Lower metallicities are, of course, expected for lower-mass galaxies and at higher redshifts (Bromm & Yoshida 2011) . Future observations, e.g. with the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), are required to constrain the gas-phase metallicity of these high redshift galaxies better.
Modeling the Galaxy Far Infrared SEDs
The calculations of FIR SEDs by DB17 were for primeval galaxies dominated by Pop II stars, and assumed extremely low metallicities and compact star forming complexes. Figure 1 shows the result of further developing their model in circumstances more applicable to the very luminous galaxies detectable at very high redshift, as described in Section 2.1. To increase the far infrared outputs by 2 − 3 orders of magnitude to match the high luminosities of the galaxies, we (1) increased the virial masses (M vir ) of the modeled sources, (2) increased the gas metallicity to 1/3 that of the sun, and (3) assigned a dust-to-metal ratio of 0.02. In particular, the SEDs associated with different luminosities in Figure 1 correspond to sources with halo mass M vir = 10 10 , 10 11 , 10 12 and 10 13 M . As in DB17, the stellar mass fraction is set to f * = M * /(M * + M gas ) = 0.01.
We evaluated eight of the sets of dust optical constants from Ji et al. (2014) to sample the resulting variations in the SEDs; to suppress sharp features we smoothed the optical constants with a logarithmic full width at half maximum of 0.075 (i.e., a factor of 1.19). Specifically for Figure 1 we used the dust composition UM-D-20 (see table 1 in Ji et al. 2014) , which is silicate-rich with some alumina, and the "standard" size distribution from Ji et al. (2014) . As we will show, the implementation of other silicon-based dust chemistries generally predicts similar shapes of the SEDs, but the detailed features exhibit some variations. The use of other size distributions for the dust grains can lead to moderate variations in the total luminosities, with the exact value depending on the dust chemical composition. As discussed in Ji et al. (2014) , a variety of dust compositions and size distributions are possible; our calculations are illustrative of the far infrared SEDs that might be expected from very young galaxies, but the detailed spectral features are a product of the specific grain composition assumed and should not be taken to be unique. For further details regarding these choices, we refer the reader to DB17.
The models assume that the galaxy size is given by the virial radius. This has the effect that within a given family of models, such as those displayed in Fig. 1 , the massdensity is similar, independent of luminosity. The luminosity density exhibits a modest dependence, increasing by an order of magnitude over the range of luminosities in Fig. 1 . As shown by DB17, moderate changes in the gas-phase and dust density profiles (at a fixed mass) would not generate significant changes in the SEDs, but an increase of the dust-to-metal ratio or gas-phase metallicity drives an almost proportional increase of emission by dust without substantially changing the shape of the SED. Figure 2 demonstrates how different assumptions affect the SEDs. All four SEDs in this figure are for a luminosity of ∼ 4 × 10 10 L . In particular, we analyze the effects of extending the heating source by distribut- Fig. 1 .-Predicted far infrared SEDs for the modeled galaxies, as a function of their total infrared (5 -1000 µm) luminosities. The models are based on those discussed by DB17 with stellar mass fraction (f * ) of M * /(M * + Mgas) = 0.01, modified to set the gasphase metallicity to 0.33 Z , and dust-to-metal ratio to 0.02. The detectable galaxies at z > 5 have luminosities 10 13 L , similar to the most luminous case illustrated. For the sake of clarity, only SEDs from the UM-D-20 model are shown. Fig. 2. -Examples of changes in the theoretical SED with changes in the distribution of heating sources and in the luminosity density, expressed in terms of the stellar mass fraction (f * ). The model for compact heating assumes a single, central luminosity source, while the extended heating arises from sources randomly distributed within a 100 pc radius. The luminosity density increases by an order of magnitude between f * = 0.01 and f * = 0.55. ing individual stellar groups over a radius of 100 pc. The cases for an extended star cluster vs. a single central source merge for wavelengths > 5 µm, so the distribution of heating sources to first order has relatively little effect on the predicted mid-and far-infrared SED. The increase in stellar mass fraction (sometimes called star formation efficiency) is accompanied by a decrease in the virial radius by a factor of 0.45, so there is an increase by an order of magnitude in the luminosity density that manifests itself as a modestly "bluer" SED, shifted to shorter wavelengths by a factor of about two. Thus, the far infrared SED changes with increasing luminosity density, but not dramatically. These results show that the Adamo et al. (2010) . The red circle (2 in diameter, or 700 pc) shows the location of the 24 µm source and its diameter is roughly the upper limit on the size that can produce the majority of its signal, as implied by the diffractionlimited Spitzer image . Credit: ESA/Hubble/ESO and NASA.
emission efficiency of the silicate-rich dust has a strong influence on the FIR SED, making it relatively insensitive to changes in the architecture of the galaxy.
COMPARISON WITH SED OF HARO 11
3.1. Conditions in Haro 11 compared with those in high redshift galaxies We now consider why Haro 11 is a useful analog to luminous, high redshift galaxies. The visible image of Haro 11 is complex with three bright knots (A, B, and C) within a fainter surrounding, the general appearance of a complex merging system, and with a rich population of very young super star clusters (e.g., Adamo et al. 2010) . However, the very luminous infrared emission is compact and centered on Knot B (e.g., Lyu et al. 2016; Chu et al. 2017) ); see Figure 3 , and indicates a SFR of about 30 M yr −1 from this knot . This knot has a higher metallicity than the rest of the galaxy (James et al. 2013) , consistent with it being a site dominated by this ongoing starburst. Knot B has a radius of about 140 pc and a mass of about 2 × 10 9 M , determined dynamically (Östlin et al. 2015) . Its specific star formation rate is thus ∼ 15 Gyr −1 and its SFR surface density is ∼ 500 M yr −1 kpc −2 ; both values are typical of luminous high redshift galaxies.
The stellar population powering the far infrared emission appears to be very young, with a typical age of only 3.5 Myr (Adamo et al. 2010) . A rough estimate of the total mass of very young stars is 3×10 8 M , obtained by assuming the current level of SFR for 10 7 years. A substantial fraction of the mass in Haro 11 arises from cold gas, which from its radial velocity resides primarily in Knot B (Cormier et al. 2014) . Indeed, if the gas mass is estimated from the far infrared emission, it accounts for most of the dynamical mass of 2 × 10 9 M (Östlin et al. 2015) . Hence, the newly formed stars could be responsible for a very substantial fraction of the total stellar mass in Knot B; it is a region that is potentially young-star- dominated and hence a candidate to have silicate-rich dust.
The oxygen abundance in Knot B is cited nominally as 12 + log(O/H) = 8.33 ± 0.01, where the quoted error does not allow for systematic errors (Guseva et all. 2012 ), or 8.25 ± 0.15 (James et al. 2013) , values that are ∼ 36 -44% of solar 6 . This abundance is a factor of about three greater than our estimate for the high redshift (z ∼ 6) galaxies. The aromatic bands are very weak (Wu et al. 2006) , consistent with a carbon-poor ISM. However, other explanations are possible since the excitation and destruction of the aromatic bands is a complex and not well-understood process.
In summary, the analogy of expected conditions in Haro 11 with those in luminous infrared galaxies at z ∼ 6 is reasonably good.
3.2.
Comparison of Haro 11 SED with theoretical models In Figure 4 , we compare the SEDs from our theoretical models with that for Haro 11 (from Lyu et al. 2016 , and references therein). As discussed previously, the model is conceptual -the lack of detailed information about the optical constants for the dust in silicate-rich galaxies means that the details of the SED are not significant. Nonetheless, some important trends are evident. First, the models do reflect the warmer temperature of Haro 11 reasonably well, and they all show the strong emission in the 10 − 40 µm range, characteristic of the very warm dust that is also seen in the high redshift galaxies. The detailed behavior in this spectral range differs substantially from one set of optical constants to another. Even with much better constraints on the optical constants, a broad variety of behavior is also seen in spectra of local low metallicity galaxies where the silicate bands appear anywhere from strong emission to absorption (Rémy-Ruyer et al. 2015) . For these local galaxies, despite the complete sets of observations, modeling the silicate bands in a general way is still challenging; Rémy- Ruyer et al. (2015) had to introduce an additional spectral feature in the form of a warm modified blackbody to improve the fits to their observations. The selection of the appropriate optical constants among the possibilities for Pop III/II galaxies and detailed modeling of their spectra such as that for local galaxies by Rémy-Ruyer et al. (2015) is beyond the scope of this paper.
However, the deficiency in output at wavelengths > 100 µm relative to the behavior of Haro 11, present in all models, needs to be addressed. There is ongoing discussion of whether there is a modest amount of carbon dust in the earliest galaxies (e.g., Nozawa & Kozasa 2013; Marassi et al. 2015) . In any case, the detection of the [CII] 158 µm line in galaxies at z > 5 (e.g., Pentericci et al. 2016; Bradac et al. 2017; Decarli et al. 2017; Smit et al. 2018 ) demonstrates that there is some level of this element in typical ISMs at this redshift, indicating also the presence of carbon dust. We therefore computed the infrared SED expected for amorphous carbon, using optical constants from Karl Misselt (private communication), based on those of Zubko et al. (1996) . It is not possible to determine the abundance of carbon in these galaxies accurately from the 158 µm line detections (Lagache et al. 2018 ). In addition, the emission efficiency of carbon depends strongly on its form (e.g., amorphous or graphite, see Rémy-Ruyer et al. (2015) ), so we do not show results as a function of relative densities of carbon and silicate dust. Instead, in Fig. 5 we show the eight silicate models considered in Fig.4 , but with 10% and 20% of the total luminosity contributed by carbon. It appears that the addition of a small amount of carbon dust can substantially improve the correspondence of the silicate-rich templates to the SED of Haro 11.
Given the correspondence of the SED of Haro 11 to the model predictions, we adopt the Haro 11 SED as a proxy template to study the observed behavior of FIR SEDs with redshift. We provide the Haro 11 SED in electronic form in Appendix A.
EMPIRICAL CONSTRAINTS ON THE HIGH REDSHIFT FAR INFRARED SEDS
The preceding section has demonstrated the theoretical expectation that the SEDs will be relatively "warm" and broad for galaxies where: (1) a very recent episode (< 400 Myr old) of star formation dominates the composition of the interstellar dust; and (2) the galaxy luminosity and size are appropriate for young galaxies at high redshift. We now compare far infrared and sub-mm measurements of galaxies at 2 ≤ z < 7 with this prediction. We begin with the range 2 ≤ z < 4 (median infrared luminosity of 6 × 10 12 L for z = 2 − 3 and 1.8 × 10
13
L for z = 3 − 4), demonstrating that the appropriate template derived from local luminous infrared galaxies provides a good fit to all the available far infrared/submm observations. We next consider the range 5 ≤ z < 7 (median infrared luminosity 5.3 × 10 13 L ), finding that the Haro 11-based template is the better fit. Finally, we consider the 4 ≤ z < 5 range (median infrared luminosity 3.2 × 10 13 L ), finding that it shows hints of a transition from the lower redshift template to the Haro 11 one, i.e., it provides a bridge between the former cases. The quoted median luminosities are apparent, not allowing for lensing; it is expected that many of these sources are in fact lensed , with typical amplifications of ∼ 6 (Spilker et al. 2016) . Nonetheless, the changes we see in the far infrared SED are very different from the changes in local templates with increasing luminosity where, for example, the far infrared peak narrows (Rieke et al. 2009 ), so we believe that the unavoidable increase in detectable apparent luminosity with redshift cannot account for the change in SEDs.
Far Infrared SEDs at z ∼ 3
At redshifts of 1 -3, Rujopakarn et al. (2013) found that star formation rates estimated from rest-frame 24 µm photometry on the basis of templates from Rieke et al. (2009) for log(L(TIR)) = 11.25 − 11.75 gave reasonably accurate results 7 for all galaxies with infrared luminosities above ∼ 10 11 L . This conclusion indicates that these templates are a reasonably accurate representation of the FIR SED of these galaxies. We start with this result to provide the fiducial SED against which we will study the evolution with increasing redshift toward a FIR SED resembling more closely that of Haro 11.
In general, well-sampled far infrared SEDs are not available at very high redshifts, so our method is to collect all cases where there are measurements of reasonably high signal to noise covering a sufficient wavelength range to be useful in constraining the shape of the far infrared SED. We also require spectroscopic redshifts to avoid artificially broadening the SED due to redshift errors. Table 1 lists the galaxies and the sources for the measurements we have used. Most of the galaxies are selected at long wavelengths, although in the rest frame there are many examples bridging the peak of the FIR SED. Specifically, Wang et al. (2016) select at 160 µm, at 250 -500 µm, Shu et al. (2016) at 500 µm, and the remaining cases in this redshift range are selected in the mm-range.
We shift the measurements to the rest frame and normalize them to the same value (relative to the assumed template) near the peak. This normalization uses χ 2 minimization to the template between rest wavelengths 7 Kirkpatrick et al. (2015) derived a similar template using a different technique, fitting the photometry of multiple galaxies over a range of redshifts. Fig. 6 .-Templates and data for infrared galaxies at 2 ≤ z < 4. The solid black line is the template for log(L(TIR)) = 11.25 and the purple line for log(L(TIR))=11.75 from Rieke et al. (2009) , and represent the range of these templates recommended at high redshift by Rujopakarn et al. (2013) . The large red points are for the combined Spitzer + Herschel + ALMA photometry from Dunlop et al. (2017) , median z = 2. They have been fitted at the shortest wavelengths by a stellar SED (orange) normalized to optimize the fit, and a "normal" quasar SED (green) (Lyu & Rieke 2017a ) has been subtracted. The large green points are from Wang et al. (2016) , JH-red SF HIEROS; they have a median z = 2.5. The large yellow points are from Béthermin et al. (2015) for stacked data in the COSMOS field. The large blue points are for the stacked results in the CANDELS fields from Schreiber et al. (2018) for 2.5 < z < 3.5; all three mass ranges are shown because the differences are minimal. The other (small) points are for individual galaxies, listed in Table 1 . The dashed line is the template for 1 × 10 13 L from Chary & Elbaz (2001) and the dotted one is the SFG2 template from Kirkpatrick et al. (2015) . The template for z = 3 from Schreiber et al. (2018) of 50 and 200 µm, i.e. χ 2 is minimized using all the measurements that fall within this spectral range. To support this step, we require at least three measurements with signal to noise ratios > 3 in this spectral range. Since this range covers the peak of the SED, the normalization is roughly by far infrared luminosity. The normalization depends only on the peak of the FIR SED, so it leaves the measurements at shorter and longer wavelengths to characterize the SED shape. Figure 6 shows the result for 2 ≤ z < 4, along with the log(L(TIR)) = 11.25 and 11.75 templates (Rieke et al. 2009 ), as well as templates from Chary & Elbaz (2001) and Kirkpatrick et al. (2015) . Some of the points are from combinations of data for a number of galaxies. The composite data points from Dunlop et al. (2017) are based on galaxies detected in a deep ALMA map of the Hubble Ultra-Deep Field. The red HIEROS from Wang et al. (2016) are massive, dusty, star forming galaxies at redshifts of 2 -3 (plus passive galaxies at higher redshifts that will not contribute to the far infrared); the median redshift of these galaxies is z = 2.5 and the quoted errors are about the same size as the points. Béthermin et al. (2015) present stacked measurements in the COSMOS field; we show results from the bins between z = 2 and z = 3.5. Schreiber et al. (2018) stacked Herschel measurements of galaxies in the CANDELS fields; we show the results for 2.5 < z < 3.5. The remaining points are for individual galaxies.
The values of χ 2 provide a quantitative evaluation of the validity of the templates. A few measurements have very high ratios of nominal signal to noise, up to 20:1. To allow for effects such as confusion noise and at the same time to keep one or two measurements from dominating the results, we added a uniform additional noise of 15% of the measured total flux density value for the individual galaxies and 7.5% for the stacked results, in quadrature with the quoted noise. We also reject the 5 most discordant measurements (out of a total of 163), and evaluate the templates only between 11 and 700 µm. The log(L(TIR)) = 11.25 template yields χ . These values of χ 2 red could be reduced by assigning a value larger than 15% to the additional noise, but we have not done that because there are likely to be intrinsic variations among the galaxies relative to a single template, and they will contribute to the scatter. We will use the log(L(TIR)) = 11.25 template as the standard of comparison in the following sections to demonstrate any systematic changes. However, it appears to overestimate the strength of the aromatic bands modestly, consistent with the finding of Rujopakarn et al. (2013) that the rest ∼ 8 µm fluxes require templates with log(L(TIR)) = 11.25 − 11.75 for good fits. Since this paper is focused on wavelengths ≥ 11 µm, this is not an issue.
Far Infrared SEDs at Higher Redshift
We now apply a similar approach to luminous infrared galaxies at 5 < z < 7. The measurements of individual galaxies with adequate far infrared observations are listed in Table 1 . We also used measurements of six quasars with adequate signal to noise Herschel FIR measurements and a large excess attributed to their host galaxies, namely J0338+0021, J0756+4104, J0927+2001, J1202-3235, J1204-0021, and J1340+2813; flux densities and redshifts were taken from Leipski et al. (2014) . We subtracted the quasar contribution using the "normal" quasar template (Xu et al. 2015) , as opposed to dustdeficient quasar templates (see Lyu & Rieke 2017a) , to derive the SEDs of the host galaxies. None of the fits in Lyu et al. (2016) would ascribe a significant fraction of the FIR emission to the quasar, a conclusion that is confirmed by arguments in Appendix B.
To look for changes in far infrared SEDs between z ≈ 3 and 6, in Figure 7 (a) we compare all of the available measurements with adequate signal to noise at the latter redshift to the local log(L(TIR)) = 11.25 template that gave the best fit for 2 < z < 4. The correspondence is poor, largely because the SED is too cool. The poor fit would also apply to the approach of Magdis et al. (2012) , whose template resembles the log(L(TIR)) = 11.25 one, and who argue for little SED evolution at z > 3. The local log(L(TIR)) = 12.25 template has a warmer SED, but nonetheless it has significant divergence at both short and long wavelengths. Schreiber et al. (2018) extrapolate the temperature relation derived for z < 4 to deduce an -(a) Measurements of galaxies at 5 < z < 7, shifted to the rest frame and compared with the log(L(TIR)) = 11.25 (black) & 12.25 (red) templates from Rieke et al. (2009) , plus the z = 6 template from Schreiber et al. (2018) (orange) . The deep orange points are for the quasar host galaxies and the blue ones for galaxies not selected for AGN. Medians in groups of 5 -11 measurements at adjacent wavelengths are shown as red circles. The χ 2 red for the log(L(TIR)) = 11.25 fit is 6.1, for log(L(TIR)) = 12.25 it is 4.5, and for the Schreiber template it is 3.25 (see text for details). The points at λ < 5.5 µm may have significant contributions by direct stellar emission and should not be considered as part of the far infrared SED. The measurements suggest that these templates are all significantly too narrow at this redshift range. (b) Measurements as in (a), compared with the SED of Haro 11 (dark blue line). The χ 2 red for the fit is 1.57 (see text for details), indicating a much better fit than in (a).
SED at z = 6 with a temperature about 10 K warmer than at z = 3.5. Figure 7 (a) shows their template for z = 6; the correspondence with the data is improved but still not fully satisfactory. To render these impressions quantitative, we follow the procedures in Section 4.1 to determine χ 2 for the templates in Figure 7 (a). We found a χ 2 red of 6.1 for the log(L(TIR)) = 11.25 template, 4.5 for the log(L(TIR))=12.25 one, and 3.25 for the one from Schreiber et al. (2018) . None of them fits well because the SEDs are too narrow. The measurements indicate the need for a broader template. Figure 8 is similar to Fig. 7 , but for 4 ≤ z < 5. It appears that the SEDs at z ≈ 4.5 are a bridge from the local templates to the broader one needed to fit the data at z > 5. Figure 7(b) shows the measurements in Fig. 7(a) , fitted by the Haro 11 SED by χ 2 minimization, using the same procedures as in Section 4.1. The fit has a χ 2 red of 1.57. There appears to be no system- atic difference between the points derived from quasar host galaxies and those from galaxies without luminous AGN. However, the points between 10 and 50 µm are mostly derived from the host galaxies because only they have useful measurements in the 100 and 160 µm Herschel bands. Appendix B demonstrates that it is very unlikely that these values are significantly contaminated by quasar emission. For comparison, we also show the relevant template from Schreiber et al. (2018) . The Haro 11 SED is broader, and that results in a better fit to the measurements as indicated by its lower χ 2 , 1.57 vs. 3.25, when computed in identical ways. To convert the relative χ 2 red values to probabilities, we increased the additional noise component from 15% to 22% of the measured flux, to set χ 2 red for the Haro 11 template to 1. The probability to obtain by chance the resulting χ 2 red for the Schreiber template, χ 2 red = 2.10, is then ∼ 10 −8 . This probability is reduced as the additional noise term is reduced from 22% toward 15%.
We conclude that the Haro 11 SED provides a significantly better template for galaxies at z > 5, compared with templates derived at lower redshift. Other than the quasar host galaxies, the galaxies in Fig. 7 are nearly all selected in the mm-waveband, corresponding to rest wavelengths around 150 µm, which could produce a mild bias toward "cold" SEDs. Nonetheless, their SEDs are significantly brighter in the mid-infrared (10−40µm) and hence "warmer" than is indicated by templates derived at lower redshift, as shown in Fig. 7 .
The slope of the Haro 11 SED at wavelengths longer than 100 µm may be slightly steeper than those of other templates. To set an upper limit for the CMB contribution to the dust temperature, we estimated the emissivity index β (where the departure from gray emissivity goes as λ −β ) just for wavelengths ≥ 100 µm, obtaining β = 1.2. A more conventional estimate gives β ≈ 1.9 , compared with values of 1.5 − 2.0 for typical high metallicity main sequence luminous galaxies (e.g., Elbaz et al. 2011; Magdis et al. 2012; da Cunha et al. 2013 ). Any differences in the sub-mm SEDs would be subtle, making it difficult to distinguish the two cases in Fig. 9. -Influence of template selection on SFR estimates from ALMA measurements at ∼ 1 mm. All of the templates have been normalized to the same total infrared luminosity. The modified blackbody is as in Wang et al. (2007 Wang et al. ( , 2008 ; Leipski et al. (2014) ; Willott et al. (2013 Willott et al. ( , 2017 . The horizontal black bar shows the most relevant wavelength range (100−400 µm rest) for interpreting single-band measurements near λ observed ∼ 1 mm of galaxies at z ∼ 1 − 10. (2018); given a flux density in mJy, if it is multiplied by the appropriate conversion factor for the redshift of the galaxy, the result is in units of 10 12 L . The blackbody curve is for T = 47 K, β = 1.6, the Chary & Elbaz template is for 10 13 L , and the Kirkpatrick template is their SFG2 template. Beyond z = 4, all the templates except that based on Haro 11 are extrapolated, and hence are shown as dotted lines. that spectral range. Therefore, this potential bias does not undermine the conclusion that the Haro 11 template is the better template to use at these redshifts.
Our results show that the SEDs of infrared galaxies continue to evolve toward warmer temperature going from z ∼ 3 to z ∼ 6, in agreement with the extrapolation in Schreiber et al. (2018) , but contrary to the assumptions in Elbaz et al. (2011) and Magdis et al. (2012) . The extent of the potential change in shape of the far infrared SEDs for z 5 is not anticipated in any previous sets of templates.
IMPLICATIONS FOR LUMINOSITY ESTIMATION
Spectral templates are central in determining average, or "typical," properties of high-redshift galaxies. Perhaps the most critical use of them is determining total infrared luminosities, which for luminous, dust-shrouded galaxies provides an estimate of the luminosity in young and massive stars. Combined with the initial mass function, one can then obtain the star formation rate for a galaxy. Here we consider the impact of using the Haro 11 template on such estimates in two cases: (1) where Herschel measurements at 250 µm and longer wavelengths are available; and (2) when there is only a single-band measurement near 1 mm with ALMA.
Luminosities from Herschel measurements
The influence of template choice on the deduced far infrared luminosity with Herschel measurements is not uniquely determined; it depends on the bands measured and the method used to normalize the templates to the measurements (i.e., there is often an additional error term above the nominal measurement errors). For a specific example, however, we have assumed a galaxy at z = 5, 6, or 7 with measurements at 250, 350, and 500 µm (typical for such data on galaxies at z ∼ 6) and equal weights. We then find that the luminosity deduced with the Rieke et al. (2009) LIRG and ULIRG templates and the Schreiber et al. (2018) one for z = 5 would all be about 77% lower than with the Haro 11 one. At z = 6, the results would be 99, 68, and 77 % of that from the Haro 11 template respectively. At z = 7 they are respectively 121, 79, and 82%. These values are only illustrative, given the differences that would result from different measurement weights.
5.2.
Luminosities from single-band ALMA measurements Single-band ALMA measurements near 1 mm are being used to estimate infrared luminosities and star formation rates at z ≈ 6 (e.g., Wang et al. 2013; Willott et al. 2017; Decarli et al. 2018) . One consequence of the far infrared SED derived here for high-redshift galaxies is that such an approach could systematically underestimate the total infrared luminosities and hence the SFRs. Figure 9 compares a number of relevant SEDs to illustrate the issue. The LIRG spectrum (log(L(TIR))=11.25) has been shown to be typical of even the most luminous galaxies at 1 < z < 3 (Rujopakarn et al. 2013, this paper) . The modified black body (T d = 47 K, β = 1.6) is commonly used to interpret the ALMA 1mm measurements (e.g., Wang et al. 2007 Wang et al. , 2008 Leipski et al. 2014; Willott et al. 2013 Willott et al. , 2017 . The horizontal black line extends from 100 to 400 µm, roughly the relevant rest spectral range for the interpretation of the ALMA bands 6 and 7 results at z ∼ 1 − 10. The various possible choices for the SED result in significant differences in the total infrared luminosities that would be deduced.
This issue is illustrated graphically in Figure 10 , which shows the conversion from flux densities measured in ALMA Band 7 (870 µm) to galaxy luminosities in units of 10 12 L , as in Schreiber et al. (2018) . The differences in the conversion factors for objects at 1 < z ≤ 4 can be understood from Figure 6 , which compares the different templates with observed photometry and confirms that the Rieke et al. (2009) template is a good overall fit to the available measurements at these redshifts. The Kirkpatrick et al. (2015) template agrees closely with the Rieke et al. (2009) template at wavelengths < 100µm, which account for much of the total IR luminosity, but is significantly brighter at longer wavelengths. Consequently, a given luminosity yields a larger signal at the long wavelengths probed by ALMA Band 7 over this range of redshift, corresponding to observed wavelengths of 400 -170 µm. In other words, a given signal in mJy needs a smaller multiplication factor to be converted to the total infrared luminosity using the Kirkpatrick template compared with the Rieke one. In contrast, the template from Chary & Elbaz (2001) is higher at λ < 100 µm and lower at longer wavelengths compared to the Rieke et al. (2009) template, such that a given signal in Band 7 requires a substantially higher total infrared luminosity. As shown in Figure 9 , the modified blackbody is also higher at λ < 100 µm and lower longward of this wavelength compared to the Rieke et al. (2009) template, resulting in a similar behavior. The differences between the Chary & Elbaz (2001) and Kirkpatrick et al. (2015) templates are a factor of 3 − 4 over this redshift range. The Schreiber et al. (2018) results are based on templates that evolve in shape with redshift, and hence the behavior differs from the rest. None of these templates are constrained by data at z > 4, so we show the results at higher redshifts as dotted lines.
At z ∼ 6, the Haro 11 SED appears to be a better fit to the data than any of the templates derived at lower redshift, and total luminosities derived using it on the basis of ALMA Band 7 measurements will be a factor of 2 − 4 higher than those from the extrapolations of the other templates. At redshifts of z ∼ 4 − 5, it is possible that there is a mixture of behavior in the far infrared, making the total infrared luminosity estimation for a typical case ambiguous.
CONCLUSIONS
We have modeled the far infrared spectral energy distribution (SED) expected from Population II galaxies undergoing the first phase of vigorous star formation after the Population III stage. For the first 300 − 400 Myr, the interstellar dust in such systems will be silicate-rich, differing significantly from the dust in more mature galaxies. We have then compared the models with observations of galaxies as a function of redshift. We find:
• The modeled SEDs are shifted substantially to the bluer ("warmer") wavelengths compared to the SEDs of local galaxies.
• Although other factors contribute, e.g., the high energy density in the galaxy, this behavior arises in part because of the relatively high emission efficiency of silicates between 8 and 60 µm.
• The SED of Haro 11 is similar to the theoretical prediction for silicate-rich dust with a small addition of carbon dust. Haro 11 is a local galaxy with a very young and vigorous starburst that probably reproduces the relevant conditions in the Population II galaxies.
• There is a progression with redshift in observed galaxy SEDs, from those resembling local ones at 2 ≤ z < 4 to a closer resemblance to that of Haro 11 for 5 ≤ z < 7.
• Estimates of total infrared luminosities at z 5 based on measurements at 250, 350, and 500 µm (i.e., with Herschel SPIRE) with templates that do not reflect the breadth of the Haro 11 SED may differ from those using it by 20 − 30 %.
• Estimates of the total infrared luminosities at z 5 (and hence star formation rates) with measurements near 1 mm in wavelength can vary by factors of 2 − 3 or more depending on the SED template used. Currently popular modified blackbodies or local templates can result in significant underestimates compared with those using Haro 11 as the template.
Further understanding of the far infrared SEDs at high redshift can come with measurements of hydrogen recombination lines to determine the populations of luminous stars independently of the far infrared and testing for consistency. These measurements will be enabled by JWST, which can measure both the Balmer and Paschen series lines. Use of secondary indicators of star formation, such as the radio-infrared relation, is problematic because their calibration may evolve with redshift. Direct measurements of the far infrared SEDs over the relevant wavelength region to probe Haro-11-like SEDs (100 − 300µm) will be challenging; the Space Infrared Telescope for Cosmology and Astrophysics (SPICA) will be helpful but in the end its contributions will be limited by confusion noise. The larger aperture of the Origins Space Telescope (OST) would allow extension of the understanding of these SEDs to significantly lower luminosities than is possible in other ways. More fully exploring the FIR frontier at the highest redshifts will crucially depend on the future availability of these next-generation facilities. We provide a digital form of the infrared spectral energy distribution of Haro 11 in Table 2 . The first few entries are shown here for illustrative purposes.
B. POTENTIAL AGN CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FIR SED
In this appendix, we address whether the points between 10 and 50 µm derived by fitting high redshift quasar observations could give an overestimated measure of the galaxy output in this spectral range. Lyu et al. (2016) tested fitting the far infrared SEDs of high redshift quasars with a combination of a FIR-star-formation-removed Elvis et al. (1994) -like quasar continuum template and Rieke et al. (2009) star forming templates for log(L(TIR)) = 11.25 and 12.50 and found that both types of fit fell far short of the measurements in the 10 -50 µm range. In contrast, the Haro 11 SED gave a good fit. If the "local" templates are used to fit the measurements of these quasars, then the quasar must be far brighter than the Elvis et al. SED in this spectral range to account for the output in the mid-infrared.
All of the high-redshift quasars are of very luminous type-1 AGNs without evidence of significant reddening (the strong UV continuum of this type is essential to their discovery). Lyu & Rieke (2017a,b) evaluated the AGN infrared SEDs of such quasars. In the first reference they found two general cases where the mid-infrared continua can have significantly less output in the 10 -20 µm range than the Elvis template and they showed that this behavior was independent of redshift up through z ∼ 6. They dubbed these cases "warm dust deficient (WDD)", meaning a typical Elvis-like peak near 3 µm but a SED that drops more rapidly than the Elvis one toward longer wavelengths; and "hot dust deficient (HDD)", which does not have the 3 µm feature but simply drops relative to the Elvis template from there to longer wavelengths. If we have used the Elvis template where one of these alternatives would be appropriate, then we will have underestimated the potential star-forming contribution in the 10 -50 µm range.
B.1. Association of the Warm Dust with Star Formation Nonetheless, it is worth considering in more detail the possibility that the warm far infrared spectral component that produces the deviation from "local" templates in the 10 -50 µm range might be dust heated by the quasar. Lyu & Rieke (2017b) advanced a number of arguments that show that the intrinsic SEDs of Type 1 quasars drop at wavelengths longer than 20 -30 µm. Some local AGNs have an additional emission component due to polar dust that boosts the emission in this region (e.g., Asmus et al. 2016 , Lyu & Rieke 2018 , but this component is largely missing in more luminous AGN, probably because of the larger radiation pressure in their polar directions that tends to eject material rapidly. Hypothesizing that this warm component is present in all six of the high redshift quasars used to derive the stellar-powered SED in this paper requires that their SEDs differ significantly from those of lower-redshift quasars, which would be contrary to all the evidence that the SEDs are identical, including in the infrared (e.g., Fan 2009; Lyu & Rieke 2017a) . Figure 11 illustrates the issue specifically for these six quasars. It shows that the strongest excesses above the quasar continuum template in the 10 -50 µm range are associated with powerful excesses at the longer far infrared wavelengths. These latter excesses almost certainly arise from dust heated by star formation in the host galaxies. This relationship is not expected if the quasar itself is responsible for the 10 -50 µm emission, in which case it would be expected to be independent of the output of the host galaxies.
B.2. Energy Balance and the Warm Dust
The hypothesis that this emission arises from heating by the quasar can also be tested for these specific objects by energy balance: is the expected optical to UV luminosity of the quasar sufficiently larger than the infrared luminosity to make it plausible that the infrared arises through heating of dust by the quasar? In general, the value of the ratio of these quantities should reveal the covering fraction of dusty structures around the AGN central engine. We have applied this test to the six quasars in this study. We used the log(L(TIR)) = 12.25 template to represent the star formation in the host galaxies, since it provides a rough fit at the long wavelengths. To it, we added the output of a single temperature grey-body with a wavelength-dependent emissivity proportional to λ −β , with β = 2. This fit should produce a lower limit to the luminosity of the warm component since it produces a SED peaked relatively sharply at the critical wavelengths; addition of components over a range of temperatures would increase the derived luminosity, for example, since they would add emission at wavelengths not well constrained by the data. We computed the energy Fig. 11. -Photometry of all high-z quasars in Leipski et al. (2014) with usable signal to noise (> 3) in the far infrared. The measurements have been shifted to the rest frame and normalized near 4 µm. An Elvis SED has been normalized to the measurements at this wavelength and a local star forming template with log(L(TIR)) = 12.25 is shown roughly fitted to the points near the peak of this template. The galaxies with the largest far infrared excesses above the quasar continuum, lying around the peak of this local template (x symbols), are also the ones with significant excesses above the Elvis SED in the 10 − 50 µm range.
balance assuming that all the luminosity at wavelengths short of 1.1 µm was available to heat the warm dust and that all the luminosity at longer wavelengths was from such heated dust except for the contribution from the ULIRG template. The rationale for this approach can be found in Lyu & Rieke (2017b) . The results are in Table 3 , shown as lower limits because of the potential underestimate of the warm component luminosity due to the assumption of a single temperature.
With the simple assumption of isotropic emission, the first three quasars listed are already in violation of the expectations from energy balance. A more rigorous comparison needs to take account of the expected anisotropies in the emission by the central engine of an AGN. This case has been modeled by Stalevski et al. (2016) , who studied the relation between the covering fraction and the reradiated accretion disk emission with a torus that is optically thick in the mid-IR. Their simulations indicate how the luminosity changes with different parameter values for the torus. For the cases where the predicted SED matches that observed, the upper limit to the ratio of reradiated to central engine luminosity is ∼ 0.75 (see the further discussion in Lyu & Rieke 2017b ). All six quasars are above this upper limit (see Table 2 ).
The quasars in Table 3 constitute about half of those in Leipski et al. (2014) with useful far infrared measurements, i.e. detections at 3:1 or more signal to noise in multiple bands. It is unlikely from an energy balance perspective that half of the quasars with useful Herschel data both have some unique circum-nuclear structure to emit in the mid-IR and are also pushing the limits of energy balance. Of course the energy balance argument could be circumvented if the ultraviolet spectra of these quasars are anomalously bright, but then we need to invoke two departures from typical quasar behavior (UV and mid-IR), when all the evidence to date is that the high-redshift quasars are identical in all observables to their lower redshift counterparts (e.g., Fan 2009). 
